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Advanced Detection Technology Brought to you by AAP: Advanced American Products

Advanced American Products offers a wide suite of security offerings tailored to suit the needs of
customers. The potential threats can be deterred through technologies we offer and risk assessments
provided in-house to ensure the security needs of clients are met.
Some of our offerings include:
 Counter-terrorism, Security & Critical Infrastructure Protection consulting using US, British
& Israeli Special Forces
◦ Event management
◦ Executive details
◦ Pipeline protection
◦ Airport/Seaport security
◦ Anti-piracy/smuggling operations
◦ Chemical & Power plant protection
 Bomb, Drug & Illegal Immigrant Detection Technology
◦ Robots
◦ Under vehicle inspection
◦ Test kits
◦ Safety suits
◦ Cameras
 Bomb suppression
 Armored Vehicles
◦ Dignitaries
◦ Military & police
▪ MRAP- Mine resistant armored patrol vehicles
▪ Riot control vehicles
◦ Combat & Tactical Medical Kits
 Safety equipment for military and police:
◦ Protective eye-wear ( mil-spec ballistic protection)
◦ Police and military grade flashlights & lasers (Visible & Infrared)
◦ Military grade ballistic helmets
◦ CBRN protective suits- Chemical, biological, radioactive or nuclear threats

◦ Gloves of any imaginable use (chemical resistant, cut resistant, puncture resistant, etc.)
◦ Body armor:
▪ De-mining & IED search suits
▪ Tactical armor vests (military & police)
▪ Concealed armor vests (Military, police & VIP Protection)
▪ Ballistic shields (Visible & covert)
▪ Ballistic plates- NIJ Level III( defeats 7.62 x39, 7.62 x 54, 5.56)
▪ Ballistic plates- NIJ Level IV (defeats armored piercing rounds)
◦ Tactical medical kits & equipment
◦ Riot control equipment
▪ Long Range Acoustic Devices
▪ Batons
▪ Stun guns & batons
▪ Tasers
▪ Shields
▪ Helmets
▪ Restraints & handcuffs
◦ Tactical clothing for military, police & first responders
◦ Fire suppression technology
◦ Hydration packs
 Surveillance & Security
◦ Shot Spotter- Gunfire detector & locator
◦ Networkable Day/Night Cameras, both portable & fixed
◦ Night vision & thermal night vision cameras
▪ Fixed
▪ Hand held
▪ Weapon mounted
 Water purification
◦ Military * Police portable water purification systems
◦ Fixed water purification systems
Simply specify your needs for protective equipment and let us do the rest. Advanced American
Products: we are here to solve problems, preventing them before they arise. Feel free to deliver any
request and we will review your needs delivering solutions in a time sensitive manner that will suit
your situation and requests. No Request should be thought of as too outlandish. If we can help you we
will.
UNDER VEHICLE SURVEILANCE- BOMB DETECTION
RNCO-VI54 - Under Vehicle Inspection System
The RNCO-VI54 is the smallest, most cost-effective solution ever offered on the market. Despite the
scaled-down size of this system, many of the features and functionalities that are currently found in
larger UVIS are also present in the RNCO -VI54. The software features an on-screen dual-view
inspection and functions using a standard touch pad that allows the user to access playback options
such as pause, rewind, and fast-forward.

RNCO-VI54 Features

Rapid 1 minute set-up time!

Clear and sharp images with any
vehicle

Dual on-screen viewing format, 14in monitor,
Illumination system for day/night operation
Control Box with computer and monitor built
into a rugged Pelican™ Case
Can be configured for fixed on-road use

On-screen, user-friendly training,
Entire system weighs less than 40 lbs!
Weather tight, yellow safety casing

Inspect vehicles up to 10 mph / 16kmh

500+ vehicle storage capability, 80GB
, Powered by 110/220 volts or 12 volt
Remote inspection increases safety

RNCO-VI108 - Under Vehicle Inspection System

Advanced Detection Technology’s RNCO-VI108 Under Vehicle Inspection System is the truly portable
UVIS. The unit is ideal for rapid deployment and specially designed for high volumes of traffic on
rough terrain. The eight camera system packs into two lightweight, portable Pelican™ Cases. The
RNCO-VI108 can withstand 50,000 lbs and can be fully assembled by one person in 3 minutes!
RNCO- VI108

Remote inspection - increases safety
Clear and sharp images with any vehicle
Illumination system for day/night operation

Control Box with computer and monitor built
into a rugged Pelican™ Case
Rapid 3 minute set-up time!
Inspect vehicles up to 10 mph / 16kmh

On-screen, user-friendly training
Can be configured for fixed onroad use
Eight camera system: 4 cameras
for high vehicles, 4 cameras for
low vehicles
Weather tight, yellow safety casing
10,000 vehicle storage capability,
160GB
Powered by 110/220 volts AC

RNCO-VI110 - Under Vehicle Inspection System

Advanced Detection Technology’s RNCO- VI110 is the most advanced Under Vehicle Inspection
System on the market. This highly specialized product incorporates ramp mounted license plate
recognition cameras and provides a complete single image of the undercarriage. The RNCO- VI110
uses ALPR to recall a vehicle's previous visits and offers side-by-side comparison inspections to aid the
operator in locating any under vehicle discrepancies. The system can be configured as fixed or
portable.
RNCO-VI110 Features
Clear SINGLE image with any vehicle

Set-up time - under 3 minutes, one person

Integrated Auto License Plate Recognition

Stores up to 10,000+ vehicles

Bi-directional capabilities

Auto start / stop as vehicle enters and exits

Remote inspection - increases safety

Inspect vehicles up to 10 mph / 16kmh

Illumination system for day / night operation

Vehicle queuing for flawless inspections

Weather tight, safety yellow housing

RNCO- VI104- Under Vehicle Inspection System
The RNCO- VI104 Under Vehicle Inspection System is a permanent, in-road UVIS designed to
withstand rainy and dusty environments. An optional state-of-the-art air knife debris removal system
keeps the cameras clear of obstructions. The eight camera system allows operator to view under
vehicle images in quad or linear formats. The RNCO- VI104 has a slim design and will not obstruct
the roadway. Unit requires drainage.
RNCO- VI104 Features

Fixed installation, slim design

No road obstruction

Air-knife debris removal option

Eight camera system - 4 cameras for high
vehicles, 4 cameras for low vehicles

Simple 16 key control pad

15,000 vehicle storage capability with 80GB

Illumination system for day/night operation

Inspect vehicles up to 10 mph / 16kmh

On-screen, user-friendly training

RNCO- VI150 - Under Vehicle Inspection System
Advanced Detection Technology’s RNCO-VI150 (UVIS) In Ground Under Vehicle Inspection System
provides road plate mounted LPR cameras and installation with minimal excavation This unit offers a
variety of inspection modes all on one screen, including previewing previous inspections automatically
by License Plate Number.

RNCO-150 Features
Clear SINGLE image with any vehicle
Integrated Auto License Plate Recognition
Remote inspection - increases safety

Minimal Excavation Required
Stores up to 10,000+ vehicles
Auto start / stop as vehicle enters and
exits

Illumination system for day / night
operation
Bi-directional Capabilities

Inspect vehicles up to 10 mph / 16kmh
Vehicle queuing for flawless inspections

Built in front and rear ALPR cameras

ADVANCED DETECTION of BOMBS, CAR BOMBS, IED’S
A New Paradigm in
Threat Materials and Bomb Detection

With the ability to quickly identify and confirm threats posed by suspicious targets, Renco’s
systems provide greater intelligence than competing systems, allowing first responders to neutralize
threats more effectively and expeditiously. World leader in the detection and identification of bulk
quantities of explosives (~ 1kg), radionuclides and other substances through thick shielding at distances
up to approximately two feet, in tens of seconds to a matter of a few minutes (depending on distance
and size of explosive), with high levels of confidence of up to 97% to 99% and false alarm rates of up
to 3%.
Renco’s systems can be used either singularly or in combination with current screening systems in
order to provide more reliable detection and substantially eliminate the occurrence of false alarms

To meet this critical requirement for more secure screening, we developed advanced screening systems
which allow for the remote, non‐intrusive detection and identification of IEDs, as well as special
nuclear materials, radionuclides, and radiation dispersal devices, or “dirty bombs” (and certain
chemical agents or other illicit substances) through metal shielding and other barriers. These systems
can not only effectively "see" through containers, but can perform advanced chemical analysis unlike
any other commercial product currently available.
Renco’s “Atometer” devices, such as its portable SIEGMA system, its vehicle screening
CarBomb Finder and robot‐borne STARRAY, employ an advanced proprietary method of fastneutron
activation analysis and gamma ray spectroscopy. The systems determine the chemical composition of
an interrogated subject by irradiating it with fast neutrons which excite or activate its atomic structure
causing the contents of the targeted object to emit gamma rays at varying energies. These gamma rays
carry unique signatures which are then captured by high‐resolution detectors. By analyzing the
resulting gamma spectra, the system determines the elemental composition of the target material, as
well as obtains an estimate of the quantity of the material under interrogation by weighting the relative
proportions of different elements.
Renco’s proprietary scheme for analysis of the presence of explosives and radionuclides
has proven most effective in the security needs of first responders such as Southeastern
Pennsylvania Transportation Authority (SEPTA), one of the nation’s largest transit authorities,
which currently utilize Renco’s portable SIEGMA system for the detection and
identification of bulk quantities of explosives (~ 1kg), radionuclides and other substances
through thick shielding at distances up to approximately two feet, in tens of seconds to a
matter of a few minutes (depending on distance and size of explosive), with high levels of
confidence of up to 97% to 99% and false alarm rates of up to 3%.
The GIA TRACKER XRC system is Renco’s newest portable detector. The GIA TRACKER XRCTM
was developed as a result of marketplace demands for a more flexible and automated detection system
with improved functionality. Production of the GIA TRACKER XRCTM commenced in March 2009
and is currently being marketed within the United States, Middle East, and India.
The GIA TRACKER XRC consists of a three-piece, modular design, but with the distinction of
incorporating a third module - a detachable tower which allows for remote computer controlled
motorized movement (vertical and transverse) of the sensor head.
The GIA TRACKER XRCTM features various deployment options. With its smaller per unit
dimensions than GIA TRACKER XRC 3M3, the system is capable of a one-person ready-state
deployment, can be transported through access narrow pathways and doorways, and navigate the tight
spaces of passenger and baggage areas in multiple environments
(planes, trains, buses, stadium and other venues).
The design allows the GIA TRACKER XRCTM to be setup quickly and can perform interrogations in
non-rectilinear conditions, as well as operate by way of its motorized tower at various heights up to 7
feet. This makes GIA TRACKER XRCTM particularly attractive to railway operators which have to
contend with unattended baggage left in overhead areas.
THE TECHNOLOGY
The technology, termed “Atometry”, has the unique ability to not only screen for explosives, but can
identify and confirm the presence of explosives, radionuclides and certain chemical agents, narcotics,

and other illicit substances. Our proprietary technologies were 5 developed over a 10 year period with
an investment greater than $12 million, and unlike many other companies with unsubstantiated claims,
its systems have been successfully evaluated in field tests by the U.S. Army, U.S. Navy and leading
transit authorities, and have been demonstrated throughout the country to leading federal agencies such
as the DHS and TSA, as well as state and local law enforcement agencies.

Atometry

TM

– “Over the Air Digital Chemistry”

• Fast Neutron Activation Analysis
• Ability to penetrate packaging and “see through” counter-measures, shielding
masking or other barriers.
• Non-invasive and non-destructive interrogation

• Advanced High Energy Prompt Gamma Spectroscopy
• “Chemical specific”, confirmatory detection
• Proprietary “stoichiometric” technique” to decipher chemical formulas by
weighting of elements present and matched to class of threat materials.
• Unique volume selectivity with the ability to calculate risk based on mass.
• Incorporation of the highest resolution detectors to significantly decrease
false alarm rates (FAR).

PRODUCT VALIDATION
Clear Path has conducted field testing of its systems with the U.S. Army and Department of Defense
and is currently pursuing a contract with the U.S. Army for deployment of its robot‐borne system and
development of a long‐range detection system.
Clear Path’s explosive detection system was also included in the U.S. Department of Homeland
Security’s Authorized Equipment List (AEL). All equipment acquisitions under the various grant
programs administrated by the DHS Office of State and Local Government Coordination and
Preparedness (SLGCP) and the Office for Domestic Preparedness (ODP), including the State
Homeland Security Program, the Urban Areas Security Initiative and the Law Enforcement
Terrorism Prevention Program, require that all equipment meet certain guidelines in order to
be AEL qualified as acceptable expenditure items. The AEL provides for equipment
standardization and interoperability for state and local emergency prevention, preparedness,
and response personnel and is often updated for new grant solicitations and streamlines the
acquisition process for listed equipment.

iVACS

A large secured US Government agency is using Stratech’s iVACS® - intelligent Vehicle Access
Control System - to scan all the vehicles’ undercarriages that are entering its secured premise.
This secured site, which has more than 1,000 employees, is a busy place where vehicles of all sizes
from a small sedan car to large container trucks and trailers enter the secured premise regularly.
Previously, vehicle inspection took a long time as security personnel used a manual inspection mode by
using an inspection mirror to screen the undercarriage. This is a challenging process as it is time
consuming and tedious to scan a 64 feet trailer undercarriage thoroughly. Human frailties such as the
screener's alertness, training and environmental conditions hinders the vehicle screening process, hence
does not ensuring a safe and thorough check.
To overcome these challenges, the US Goverment agency evaluated iVACS® and found it to be a
suitable solution to replace their manual inspection system. They were impressed with its capabilities
and service.
An embedded version of iVACS® is being deployed in two of their lanes. iVACS® offer the following
benefits:


Unsuppressed image quality – Capturing a photo-like image presenting the entire undercarriage
into a single view



Automated Foreign Object Detection – Ability to identify abnormality such as foreign object
(bombs) and modifications done to the undercarriage
Speeds up the whole inspection process – Capture the entire undercarriage within a few
seconds. Security officers are able to make rapid decision on allowing vehicles to enter the
premises



ESS Anti-Ballistic Eye Protection

Advancer V-12 Ready for Battle Goggles

Protective Case for Advancer V-12

Goggle Model: (Advancer V-12)

Experience the revolution in functional military eye protection. Equipped with the patented
Adjustable Ventilation System (AVS™) technology, the Advancer V-12™'s ballistic lenses open and
close to regulate ventilation and filtration. For the first time ever, a goggle can adapt to its environment
with a simple click of the lenses, increasing or decreasing airflow on the move.




2-Lens Version Includes:
An Advancer V-12™ goggle with Clear & Smoke Gray lenses, a
protective Lens Pod™, an anti-reflective SpeedSleeve™ and a
protective V-12™ Hard Case:
3-Lens Version Includes:
An Advancer V-12™ goggle with Clear, Smoke Gray & Hi-Def
Yellow lenses, two protective Lens Pods™, an anti-reflective
SpeedSleeve™, and a protective V-12™ Soft Case:

ESS's patented Adjustable Ventilation System (AVS™) Technology is a revolution in functional eye
protection. “Advancing” lenses click forward to initiate maximum airflow and eliminate lens fogging,
or snap closed to seal out sand, dust, and debris. Patents: #6,718,561 B2 #6,732,383 B2
The Advancer V-12’s 2.8mm polycarbonate high-impact lenses are fully interchangeable, providing
the ability to quickly adapt to any light condition or replace damaged lenses. Replacement lenses are
available in Hi-Def Yellow, Clear, and Smoke Gray. All Advancer™ lenses provide 100% UVA/UVB
Protection.
The patented SideWinder™ Strap Outriggers pivot forward to position the strap for maximum
compatibility with helmets and to ensure that the goggle seals comfortably on the face, with or without
a helmet. Patent #6,047,410
Prescription lenses can be fit by any optometrist into the ESS Vice™ Rx Insert, a wire-framed lens

carrier that snaps into both the Advancer V-12™ goggle frame and the ICE 2.4™ Eyeshield nosepiece.
This low-profile, frameless prescription integration accommodates a range of corrections to +/- 6.
ESS eyewear features high-impact polycarbonate lenses, which can stop a shotgun blast from 35 feet.

ESS Crossbow Series

Now on the U.S. Army's Authorized
Protective Eyewear List (APEL)
When you try on the Crossbow™, you'll
discover it's unlike any other ballistic eyeshield. Experience the Tri-Tech Fit™
frame that achieves an amazing universal fit
with max comfort and zero pressure points.
Then notice the lenses. They won't fog.
That's thanks to groundbreaking
ClearZone™ FlowCoat technology,
engineered to eliminate fog inside and
prevent scratches outside. As you stare
down your objective through distortion-free
ESSOPTICS™, you'll see just how
optically precise vision can be. When you're ready to switch tints, the innovative DedBolt™ Lens
Lock pivots up for easy release, then clamps down for rock solid retention under impact.
It's from ESS, so of course the Crossbow is compliant with U.S. Federal OSHA, ANSI Z87.1, CE EN
166 and U.S. MIL-PRF-31013. Form, Fit, Function...Perfected. Get your hands on a Crossbow and
see for yourself.
The US Army APEL-Approved Crossbow™ is now available in the following Unit-Issue
configuration:
 The Crossbow™ APEL Spectacle Kit features one Crossbow™ frame with two lenses (Clear
and Smoke Gray), an elastic retention strap, an anti-fog solution and a zippered MOLLE hard
case.
Profile NVG™

ESS' flagship goggle, the patented Profile NVG™ is a compact military/tactical goggle system with no
compromises.
Created with direction from elite U.S. Special Forces groups, and more widely used than any other
military/tactical in the world, it has all the advantages of a low-profile, night-vision-compatible frame
without sacrifices in dust filtration, field of view, impact protection, or anti-fog performance.
The extra-thick, 2.8mm polycarbonate lenses offer maximum impact protection and 100%
UVA/UVB filtration. ESS' advanced ClearZone™ FlowCoat lens treatments provide the optimal
combination of anti-scratch coatings on the outside of the lenses and anti-fog coatings on the inside.
The Profile NVG™ features a full-perimeter ventilation and filtration
system that minimizes lens fogging and filters airborne particles,
dust, and splashes. Easy-to-clean, anti-microbial OpFoam™ face
padding increases comfort and fit:
The Profile NVG™ has a universal fit, and the patented
Outrigger™ Strap System positions the strap for optimal
compatibility with helmets:
Includes two 2.8mm high-impact lenses (Clear and Smoke Gray) an
anti-reflective SpeedSleeve™, and a rugged protective case. Rx
Inserts and Laser Protective Lenses available. All Profile™ lenses
provide 100% UVA/UVB Protection.
Battle tested in the most demanding theaters, the ESS Profile NVG is authorized and issued by
the U.S. Army, USMC, USAF, and many NATO governments.

Striker Series Goggles: Land Ops
The only goggles authorized by the US

Army for use over prescription eyewear, the ESS Land Ops™ is a
high-performance goggle system for highly-active ground troops. The
Land Ops™ features exceptional fog resistance, particle filtration, and
comfort. With its roomy frame, the Land Ops™ is designed to fit over
most eyeglasses.
The Land Ops™ features a full-perimeter Hi-Flow™ ventilation and filtration system that ventilates
humid air while filtering out airborne particles, air blasts and splashes. The open-cell face padding
provides superior, long-lasting comfort:
Includes two 2.6mm high-impact polycarbonate lenses (Clear and
Smoke Gray) and an anti-reflective SpeedSleeve™. Striker™ Rx
Insert and rugged protective case also available. All Striker™ lenses
provide 100% UVA/UVB Protection.
Compliant with U.S. Mil Spec 43511D, ANSI Z87.1-2010, and U.S.
Federal OSHA.
Authorized for use and issued by the U.S. Army.

Tactical XT™
The Tactical XT™ is a high-performance, economical
goggle designed specifically for tactical operations.
Roomy frame is designed to fit over most eyeglasses;
Striker™ Rx Insert also available. Includes a
ClearZone™ 2.6mm polycarbonate high-impact single
lens. The 40mm strap has slides for easy strap
adjustment. All Striker™ lenses provide 100%
UVA/UVB Protection.

Striker Series Goggles: Vehicle Ops

The Vehicle Ops™ goggle is designed for warfighters exposed to harsh environments while operating
vehicles, and was selected as the winning goggle in the US Army's Combat Eye Protection (CEP)
Solicitation. The high-density, restricted-perimeter filtration is the ultimate barrier against airborne
debris while traveling at high speeds.
Includes two 2.6mm high-impact polycarbonate lenses (Clear & Smoke Gray) and an anti-reflective
SpeedSleeve™. Roomy frame is designed to fit over most eyeglasses; Striker™ Rx Insert also
available. All Striker™ lenses provide 100% UVA/UVB Protection.
Compliant with U.S. Mil Spec 43511D, ANSI Z87.1-2010, and U.S. Federal OSHA.
High Adrenaline Sunglasses: CDI (Black)

Redesigned and Better Than Ever
The resilient, battle-hardened CDI™ sunglass has a long track record of saving eyes and lives in hostile
situations. Following a series of comprehensive overhauls, the redesigned CDI™ has never been better.
The ESS CDI's U.S. MIL SPEC* high-impact lenses can be easily exchanged for quick adaptation to
your environment. Its high-speed low-drag frame and shatter-resistant lenses make the CDI™
comfortable and cool enough for downtime yet functional and rugged enough for the battlefield.
Features Include:
 New cam-hinge temples feature SmartTension™ engineering for enhanced retention and a more
comfortable fit.
 New co-molded nosepiece and full-wrap temple sleeves feature advanced no-slip rubber that
provides maximum slip resistance, even when moist.

 Redesigned strap attachment system provides more secure engagement of strap and frame.
 Now includes a zippered hard case and a micro-fiber pouch/cleaning cloth.
CDI Kit Includes: A Black CDI frame, two sets of 2.2mm high-impact lenses (Clear and Smoke Gray),
an elastic retention strap, a micro-fiber pouch/cleaning cloth, and a zippered hard case.
Frame Also Available in Desert Tan.
CDI Desert Tan

CDI Max Desert Tan

CDI Max Black

Lenses are available in: Clear, Smoke Gray, Hi-Def Copper, Hi-Def Yellow, and Mirrored Silver.

Also in this Series:
Flyby

Turbofan (Black)

Flyby (Rx Ready)

Recon

Turbofan (Desert Tan)

Recon (Rx Ready)

Turbofan (Foliage Green)

Already the preferred fan goggle of US Special Forces groups, the
ESS Profile TurboFan™ is better and tougher than ever. Following a
series of vast improvements, there is no question that the Profile
TurboFan™ represents the most effective night-vision-compatible
weapon against lens fogging.
Powered by a single AA battery, the TurboFan™ system draws fresh

airflow in through the lower edge of the goggle frame and forces humid air out the top at around 13,000
rpm. Even when perspiration or temperatures are extreme, this two-speed system will exhaust humidity
and dramatically reduce lens fogging for over 150 hours of continuous operation (low speed).
This improved fog-elimination system features the robust PowerPod™ battery pack, now with a pushbutton switch and repositioned near the back of the head for snag-free operation. Patented new
technology provides constant fan speeds as battery power diminishes, and an "Auto-off" timer shuts
down the fan system to preserve battery life if accidentally left on. Water-resistant casing facilitates
all-weather operation.

Armored Vehicles- All ITAR Regulations must be complied with.
Phylote Nigeria Ltd offers the most advanced tactical vehicles in the world!

This Lenco B.E.A.R. Is produced in both 2 and 4 wheel drive models!


Designed for larger SWAT teams, with room for 15 fully equipped officers.



Provides Life Saving armor in Barricaded subject callouts, high risk warrants and active shooter
scenarios.



Optional Ram device allows personnel to breach doors, windows & fences to deliver non-lethal
munitions.

B.E.A.R.-MRAP


Designed for Private Security Contractors and
Military personnel.



Fully armored with V-Hull Blast Shield to protect
against grenades & IED attacks.



Optional Blast Seats and Fire Suppression System
protects vehicle occupants.

Lenco B.E.A.R.Cat LE Model


Primary APC used by SWAT & SRT, Military Police and
National Police & Security Forces.



Provides lice saving armor in Barricaded Suspects call
outs, high risk warrants and active shooter scenarios.



Open floor plan allows for response and rescue of downed
personnel.

Lenco B.E.A.R.Cat Military Model


Designed for military personnel, the 4-door configuration
allows for easy entry and egress.



Military style turret can be configured for .50 Cal, Dillon
Mini Guns & CROWS.



V-Hull Blast Shield protects against grenades and IED
attacks.

Lenco B.E.A.R.Cat G3 Model


All Military Spec Steel Construction.



7.62 AP/.50 Cal BMG Protection.



V-Hull Design and Blast Seats Available.



Commonality of parts with other BearCat Variants.

Lenco B.E.A.R.Cat G4 MILITARY-ATV


Military tires & wheels provide improved off-road
capabilities.



Military style turret allows for maximum visibility
and protection.



V-Hull Blast Shield Protects against grenades and
IED attacks.

Lenco B.E.A.R.Cat EOD Model


Provides the protection of an armored BearCat
with the functionality of a bomb disposal vehicle.



Tactical robots are stored in the vehicle's elevated
rear comprtment.



Optional CBRNE and communications equipment
designed to detect radiation and explosive gas.

BearCat MedEvac LE. Model


Designed to meet the needs of SWAT & Tactical
EMS teams.



Increased vehicle length provides room for (2)
Litters to be secured to the floor.



Vehicle has 2 on-board oxygen tanks and ample
interior compartments for medical supplies and
gear storage.

Lenco B.E.A.R.Cat VIP SUV Model


Designed for Dignitary and VIP Protection, this is a HD
alternative to overweight and under-performing armored
SUV s.



Fully constructed of armor plate with under body V-Hull
Blast Shield and Blast Seats.



Seats 6 with a center aisle for easy entry and egress.


Lenco B.E.A.R.Cat MedEvac Military Model


Designed for military personnel trained in tactical combat
casualty care (TC3).



Interior equipped with (4) litters, rolling seat and storage
for medical gear.



V-Hull Blast Shield, gun ports and rotating roof hatch also
allow for tactical operations.

Lenco B.E.A.R.Cat Riot Control Model


Equipped with heavy-duty Hydraulic Ram to clear cars,
barriers & any debris.



Optional Long Range Acoustic Device (LRAD) designed
for effective, non-lethal crowd dispersion.



Increased vehicle length provides seating for up to (12)
man team.

Modern Access Control/ Perimeter Monitoring/Homeland Security!

Future Sentry

The Best Deterrence Product Yet Developed
The only automated security guard- MODERN HOMELAND SECURITY!
has raised the bar on crime prevention FutureSentry is a patented security technology system that is
different from any tool previously deployed to protect people and property.
It is not a camera . . . although it looks like a camera and uses a camera.
It is not an alarm . . . although it detects and announces unwanted activity in more locations and at
greater distances than any alarm.
It is not a light . . . although it startles and befuddles potential intruders with its piercing LED array.
FutureSentry is an open source device that performs every function of an effective security guard.
Why do we record crime instead of preventing it? Most military, law enforcement and security
professionals believe there is no cure for crime, so technology and strategies are aimed at crime
management rather than true crime prevention. At FutureSentry, we engineer automated security
systems that disrupt potential criminals’ before any breach or damage occurs. FutureSentry automated
guards are at the forefront of a movement to prove that innovative professionals, using ever-improving
technology and every other available resource can someday cure crime in the same way that medical
professionals have made cures for cancer possible.
Alarms and cameras do not keep people out A
piercing and “growling” light Even when effective,
alarms and surveillance cameras come to life after
intruders reach or breach a perimeter. By then, they
have already committed crimes. FutureSentry
convinces them to retreat before they get close. When
people enter FutureSentry?s territory, its high-intensity
LED light array distracts and disturbs those with ill
intent. People moving normally recognize
FutureSentry as a protective companion.
Affordable perimeter security that works During the last three years, governments have
unsuccessfully tried to implement more than $200 million worth of complex perimeter-security
technology at national borders, aviation facilities and other important locations. Now that FutureSentry
has reported for duty, citizens can employ a proven border guard technology at a fraction of the cost.

Vast facilities ( e.g. Oil Pilelines) can now be effectively
secured A copper and aluminum products manufacturer
saves more than $4 million annually after FutureSentry was
posted at a 700-acre manufacturing plant and thieves stopped
hauling away piping and raw materials. For years, fences, guard
dogs, cameras, and patrols meant little to intruders who knew as
much about the factory?s security system, as its managers. Yet,
they could not predict or understand how – as soon as they
approached perimeter fencing – FutureSentry identified and got
involved with them. FutureSentry’s ability to find, follow and
harass them at any hour, and at any point along the perimeter,
convinced the criminals to pursue easier targets.
Keeping prisoners in was not the problem Smuggling contraband over and through perimeter
fencing ended when FutureSentry began patrolling the perimeter of a medium security federal prison.
Prisoners could not get out, but guards could not stop cohorts of inmates from sneaking things. When
the officials started around-the-clock auto patrols, the criminals hid until the search vehicle passed and
then breach the perimeter. FutureSentry saw everything, every time and could not be fooled. Any
potential smuggler who got within 20 feet of the perimeter fence would be identified and targeted.
They stopped trying.
Enhance production & profits Industrial managers can stop debating the trade-offs between access
and security in facilities where slow movement reduces productivity and profits. Because Future Sentry
only threatens people who are not supposed to be in its territory, security managers are free to focus on
high risk areas.
Buyers and sellers win when FutureSentry prevents loss
One builder reduced new home prices and sold out a
development in record time when supplies and equipment
stopped disappearing from the construction site. When the
recession hit, this businessman discovered that cost of theft was
the difference between selling affordable housing at a profit or
going belly up. The cost of installing FutureSentry robotic
guards was the only cost effective option. Cameras and alarms
had already proved to be without value. After FutureSentry
robotic guards were installed to monitor unauthorized activity,
supervisors learned that valuable resources were being taken by
workers, during daylight hours, as well as by thieves after hours. To solve the problem, security
systems integrators equipped FutureSentry with a device that sent text messages to more than a dozen
trusted team members whenever unauthorized movement was detected in a specified area.
Platinum Award Winner! Sectors Using this Technology

Identa Drug & Bomb Detection Kits

These Products are inexpensive.
Highly Reliable, Safe, Easy to use & Extremely Accurate
Key product features of IDenta's new explosive detectors include:
1. The methodology provides a very safe testing method that will pose no danger at all to
the user.
2. Detectors are able to detect the full range of the well-known types of military,
commercial and the homemade explosives including: TNT/PETN, RDX/NITRATE, UREA
NITRATE, AMMONIUM NITRATE, TATP/HMTD, CHLORATE/BROMATE.
3. Identa's new TATP/HMTD detector has consistently tested showing No False-Positives.
4. The detectors have at least two years period of chemical stability.
5. Durable, easy to use, self-contained plastic packaging will enable the products to be used
in a wide-variety of field operations including in the field military operations as well as
civilian applications such as airport security.
6. The products are e very competitively priced.
7. High sensitivity to detect small amount.







A full line of, proven, Illegal Drug Test Kits available too. Yes/No screening test for 21 illicit
drugs. (EP Patent No. 0983514 & U.S Patent No. 7829019)
If no color develops, the following drugs (and most pharmaceuticals) are not present:
Heroin, Cocain/Crack, Methamphetamine, Amphetamine, MDMA, Ephedrine, LSD,
Methadone, Ketamine, PCP, Pentazocine, Propoxyphene, PMA, Oxycodone, AMT, DMT,
Mescaline, Pethidine, MDPV and Mephedrone.
The test is based on a common chemical characteristic of most of the illicit drugs.
The kit is mainly for suspected powders or granules, not for plant material.



Besides its general screening, the kit uniquely distinguishes the presence of Cocaine/Crack and
Brown Heroin.

Military & Law Enforcement Flashlights
Heroes Trust Streamlight!

Streamlight is the leading US brands of hand held flashlights, helmet-mounted flashlights &
weapon-mounted flashlights for Military, Police, Firefighters, Ambulance, and Search & Rescue
and Civil Defense team members.
Built to military specifications, and featuring technology currently being used by U.S. special
operations, Streamlight Tactical Gun Mount Lights are compact, easy to handle and lightweight, so
they don’t interfere with the balance of the gun. They’re designed to attach or detach in less than two
seconds. Powered by super-long-lasting lithium batteries.




TLR-1®






TLR-1®s


Powered by two 3-volt CR123 lithium batteries with 10-year storage life
C4® LED technology, impervious to shock with a 50,000 hour lifetime
LED Rating: Up to 8,000 candela peak beam intensity and up to 160 lumens
measured system output. Deep-dish parabolic reflector produces a concentrated
beam with optimum peripheral illumination
Run Time: 2.5 hours regulated run time. Solid-state current regulation for
consistent illumination level.

Powered by two 3-volt CR123A lithium batteries with 10-year storage life
C4® LED technology, impervious to shock with a 50,000 hour lifetime
LED Rating: Up to 8,000 candela peak beam intensity and up to 160 lumens
measured system output. Deep-dish parabolic reflector produces a concentrated
beam with optimum peripheral illumination
Run Time: 2.5 hours regulated run time. Solid-state current regulation for

consistent illumination level.

TLR-2®
with Laser
Sight

TLR-2®s





Powered by two 3-volt CR123 lithium batteries with 10-year storage life
C4® LED Technology, impervious to shock with a 50,000 hour lifetime.
Up to 2.5 hrs runtime (laser-only mode runs 45 + hrs.)




Powered by two 3-volt CR123A lithium batteries with 10-year storage life
C4® LED with blinding beam (TLR-2: 135 lumens, TLR-2s 160 lumens) with
optimum peripheral illumination – will not break or burn out!
Strobe model with user programmable strobe enable/disable






TLR-3®







TLR-VIR™






TLR
Remote
Switches
for Long
Guns







Sidewinder®



C4® LED delivers 4,100 candela peak beam intensity; 90 lumens. 2-3 times
brighter than high-flux LEDs.
Parabolic reflector produces a concentrated beam with optimum peripheral
illumination.
Runs 1.5 continuous hrs. to the 10% output level
Weighs 2.32 ounces (65.8 grams) with included battery

Visible C4 LED delivers 8,000 candela peak beam intensity; 160 lumens
Infrared illuminator delivers 1000mW/sr (min) radiant intensity providing
optimum illumination when using night vision equipment
Tactile indicator on IR LED housing identifies IR illumination position
Securely fits all weapons with MIL-STD-1913 rails

It easily replaces the standard battery door/switch on existing TLR-1 and TLR-2
lights (not for use with TLR-3)
Retains momentary/lock on function of original paddle switch
Tethered rubber weather cap keeps connector dry when remote is not in use
All remotes feature rotating quick disconnect plug with O-ring seal

High output C4® LED technology, white, impervious to shock with 50,000Hr
lifetime. 5mm IR LED, peak wavelength 880 nanometers, impervious to shock
with 100,000Hr lifetime. 5mm Red LED, peak wavelength 630 nanometers,
impervious to shock with 100,000Hr lifetime. 5mm Blue LED, peak wavelength
470 nanometers, impervious to shock with 100,000Hr lifetime.
Unbreakable polycarbonate lens with scratch resistant coating. Gasket sealed.
Tactile indicator on rotary knob for IR LED position. Push button switch

enables/disables selected illumination source starting at low output and
progressing to the highest output in 4 discrete steps. Double click of push button
initiates high output strobe of selected illumination source.



Sidewinder
Compact®







PolyTac®
LED HP







PolyTac®
LED






Super Tac®






Team Soldier Certified Gear
Twenty flashlights in one! Engineered to meet a variety of hands-free task
illumination requirements.
Each LED features 4 levels of output intensities: Low (5%); Medium 1 (25%);
Medium 2 (60%); High (100%) plus a Strobe function (100%)
Available in the following models and light configurations:
Military Model – White/Red/IR-IFF/Blue (starts on low & progressively
brightens)
Aviation Model – White/Green/IR-IFF/Blue (starts on low & progressively
brightens)
Medical Model – White/Red/IR-IFF/Blue (starts on low & progressively
brightens)
Sportsman Model – White/Red/Green/Blue (starts on high & progressively
dims)

C4® LED technology, impervious to shock with a 50,000 hour lifetime
Up to 15,000 candela (Peak Beam Intensity) and 150 lumens measured system
output.
Deep reflector provides far-reaching targeting beam with a tight spotlight and
optimum peripheral illumination
Runs 3 hours to the 10% output level

C4® LED 2-3X brighter than High Flux LED! 5,200 candela peak beam
intensity; 130 Lumens
Features Solid State Power Regulation that provides maximum light output
throughout battery life
Run time up to 3 hours

C4® LED, shock-proof with a 50,000 hr lifetime, is 3X brighter than a super
high-flux LED
Up to 30,000 candela (peak beam intensity); 135 lumens measured system
output.
Deep-dish parabolic reflector produces a long range targeting beam with
optimum peripheral illumination to aid in navigation. Optimized electronics
provide regulated intensity.

High, low and strobe modes
C4 LED illumination output and run times:
HIGH - 180 lumens/2.5 Hours

ProTac™
2L





ProTac™
1L



LOW - 10 lumens/50 Hours
STROBE - 6 Hours
Includes 2 CR123A lithium batteries

High, low and strobe modes
C4 LED illumination output and run times:
HIGH - 110 lumens/1.75 Hours
LOW - 12 lumens/14 Hours
STROBE - 3 Hours
Includes 1 CR123A lithium battery

Military, Police & Civil Defense Helmets
RBR North America has been supplying high tech body armor to the world’s security forces for
decades. Proven under fire!

RBR PAS-TAC TACTICAL HELMET

RBR MACH II Helmet

RBR DEFENDER MILITARY HELMET

New RBR TETRAMID®

RBR Ballistic Helmet

Advanced American Products:


Provide us with the situational needs of your military & police forces and we will provide
the correct head gear.

Body Armor
AAP’s Concealable Vest is Comfortable, Affordable, and the
Ultimate in Protection. Specially configured from the latest
ballistic resistant fabrics to reduce weight, the design
provides maximum flexibility and freedom of movement.
All ballistic panels are sealed within a waterproof pouch and
come with a 5-year warranty. AAP’s CV29 is certified in
accordance with NIJ 0101.04, and 2005 Interim
Requirement standards. Made in America.- All ITAR
regulations complied with.
AAP’s Tactical Vest, also made in America, has been designed
to be effective in both offensive and defensive postures. The
vest features:






Side adjustment
500-denier Cordura outer carrier
Hydration system compatible
Drag strap, front and back plate pockets, molle or hook/snap grid system
Removable front, back, upper arm ID patches

Protective Clothing

The Very Best of COVERT VIP Ballistic Protection
VIP COVERT Armored Shields

Covert NIJ IIIA Ballistic Protection for VIPS
•

VP Messenger: Rugged briefcase Includes compartments
and technology to simplify travel.
Features: Rubber molded handle. Magnetic quick close
hydration pocket. Oversized cell phone pocket with cell
lifter. Adjustable padded shoulder strap. Pullman handle
attachment sleeve. Easy access airline ticket sleeve. Deluxe
organizer panel. Internal file separators. Airline securityfriendly fold down laptop compartment

•

Bounty Hunter: A rugged backpack built for work or work
outs with compartments for Tunes, Clothes and a laptop,
Features two main compartments, fleece lined top drop-in
audio pocket with headphone exit port. Dual zippered
pockets. Back panel side entry laptop sleeve. Organizer
panel. Dimensions 24”h x 14”w x 7”d. Capacity 2,350cu in.
Laptop compartment measures 19”h x 11.5”w x 2”d.

•

Both come with compartment for ballistic panel

Hard Armor Panels- Rifle round ballistic protection
RBR North America’s NIJ Level III and NIJ Level
IV armor plates are among the lightest and most
resistant on the market.
NIJ Level III defeats: all handgun rounds and:
5.56
7.62x 39
7.62X54
NIJ Level IV defeats Armour Piercing and
.50Calibre rounds. ITAR regulations must be
squared away before any detailed discussion of NIJ
Level IV may take place.

Advanced American Products
5 Beaver Dam Road
P.O. Box 412
Manchester, MA
01944 USA
Tel: 800.257.8284
Tel: 978.526.8494
Fax: 978.526.8015
E mail: aap@advancedamericanproducts.com
www.advancedamericanproducts.com

